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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 marks.

1. Define linked list.

2. State whether True or False: The size of a tree is equal to the total number of
nodes-

- 3. A graph with multiple edges and/or a loop is called a

4. What is hash table?

5. Degree of a leaf node is

(a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2 (d) 3

6. A line in a grocery store represents a

(a) Stack (b) Queue (c) Linked List (d) Array

P.T,O,



7. Slack is a 

-(a) LrFo (b) FlFo (c) FlLo (d) LlLo

8. ln a circular linked list, the last node contains a pointer to the
the list.

9. State whether True or False: A binary tree of n nodes has exactly n-1 edges.

'10 The process of examining memory locations in a hash table is called.

(a) Hashing (b) Collision (c) Probing (d) Addressing

node of

1

(10 x 'l = 10 Marks)

(8 x 2 = 16 Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

1 1. Give the structure of a node in a linked list.

12. What are directed graphs?

13. Express (A + B) 1C in Polish notation.

14 Give the algorithm for traversing a linked list

'15 Distinguish between static and dynamrc data structures.

16. What is linear hashing?

17 What is a deque?

18. What is a doubly linked list?

19. List the ways in which graphs are represented in memory.

20 What is a hash function? Give the properties ot a good hash function

2'1. Differentiate between internal sorting and external sorting.

22. Define forest.
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SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

Give the Algorithm to search for a given value in a binary search tree.

What do you mean by O notation? Give the complexity of Linear Search

Algorithm.

25. Differentiate between Linked Lists and arrays.

26. Explain the rules for ceating a binary tree from a genetal tree.

27. Compate selection sort and bubble sort.

28. Describe the PUSH and POP operations.

29. Distinguish between linear and nonlinear data structures.

30. Given the binary tree, write down the expression that it represents

(6x4=24Marks)
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31. How does bubble sorting work? Give algorithm.



SECTION _ D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

32. Explain the various operations on linked lists.

33. Describe FIFO and LIFO data structures. Discuss the ditferent ways of
implementing these data structures.

34. Discuss the two graph traversal algorithms.

35.Givethein-order,pre.orderandpoSt-ordertraverSalalgorithmSofbinarytree.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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